
Description This tamper proof system detects when weight is applied to the top of the 
door and has a variable alarmed delay setting.  The Door Top Alarm connects 
via mains power and is compatible with most staff attack systems.  Pow-
er transfer to the door goes via Intastop’s Electrical Transfer Hinge which       
ensures all cabling and electronics are concealed.

Door Top Alarm Solution

PRODUCT CODES

120120 Door Top Alarm Kit to suit 44mm width door

136399 Door Top Alarm Kit to suit 54mm width door



Disclaimer
Please note that Intastop offers a range of measures designed to minimise the risk of self-harm, and does not offer any guarantee that it 

will not take place.  The solutions have been designed as a deterrent only. 

 ∂ Fire tested to BS476: Part 20 & 22 for 30 minutes.
 ∂ Transfer wire tested to 3 million cycles with a 5 year warranty.*
 ∂ Electrical Transfer Hinge performance tested to 1.25 million cycles.
 ∂ Electrical Transfer Double Swing Hinge tested to Severe Duty Rating DD171 and per-

formance tested to European Standard EN1953

Testing

The Electrical Transfer Hinge operates by a number of interlocking gears that provide 
high strength anda smooth motion.  They require minimal maintenance, by following the 
procedures below on a quarterly basis the product will perform effectively.

 ∂ Check the gears are free from dust/debris.
 ∂ Check the bearings are free from cracks.
 ∂ Check all fixings are present and tightened sufficiently.
 ∂ If dirty wipe down with warm soapy water.
 ∂ Check for any sharp edges caused by impact damage and file smooth if necessary.
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